
Appendix G 

 

27/04/2020 - Set up attributes - Feminist and Pro Self-ID.  

 

First cycle of coding I am going to go through all the feminist interviews first and code then pro self-ID.  

 

Shorter titles than long descriptions.  

 

Then go back to supervisor for a conversation about second cycle.  

 

Decided to code twitter separately and after second cycle coding of interviews.  

 

28/04/2020 

 

P10A done - more codes than I thought I would get but as this is the first one i think that is meant to happen.  

 

I am starting to overlap some phrases with more than one code, but it feels adequate to measure it this way for now. Five 

interviews done on the Feminist participants.  

 



29/04/2020 

 

As I am coding some quotes fit into more than one node. So, I am coding them in both. For example, SSE and EA2010 are 

overlapping but I want them to remain separate as there are still differences in some of the meanings. I will avoid doing this too 

much as I move forward, but sometimes i think it is unavoidable, it feels more natural to code twice. 

 

04/05/2020 

 

As coding continues, they are fitting into the categories more easily without coding twice, i can already see the codes fitting with 

each other. For example, Women's Boundaries and Backlash.   

 

12/05/2020 

 

First round of coding finished and met again with Andy. Long discussion around how to do second round of coding. This is going to 

take some detailed thought around which themes start revealing themselves to me. Made a start with silencing as this became 

really obvious during the first round of coding.  

 

Some group queries undertaken to test the visual aspect of the data. This was really useful in determining the category on 

silencing.  

 

14/05/2020 

 



Compiling parent nodes with children underneath. Each node now has a description attached including the children nodes. I am 

finding the thought process interesting as certain codes are really rich all on their own! But I think they will begin to fit as I move 

forward.  

 

So far I have the following parent nodes: 

 

Silencing 

Feminism and Women's Rights 

What is a woman 

The proposed changes to the GRA 2004.  

 

15/05/2020 

 

Second round coding continued. Final amount of parent nodes consisted of eight with child nodes underneath. Some already look 

like they can be collapsed together. eg, VAW sector parent with motivation to access SSE.  

 

16/05/2020 

 

Gave all nodes including children nodes a description. Took a number of hours. Now to start queries! 

 

19/05/2020 



 

Beginning to run queries. I have run a matrix coding query on all data with the case classifications run against each other. This is a 

huge piece and won't run as a chart as too big, but really interesting to see in this format as I can use this as a way to initiate 

enquiry into what is being said by each group about every node.  

 

20/05/2020 

 

Spent some time tidying up nodes and merging them. Makes the data much neater and more easily accessible.  

 

Getting from Nvivo to writing is the task I don't quite understand! 

 

21/05/2020 

 

Looking at different word clouds and cluster analysis. Playing about with coding matrix. Some good visuals - interesting to be able 

to analyse the difference between thoughts on what is a woman for case classifications. 

 

26/05/2020 

 

Still playing about with analysis. Text word searches today and quite a few word clouds. I guess the important thing is to stop 

procrastinating and know I have the data. I need to get writing soon. The point from data to paper is scaring me. Will I keep 

referring back to the data and playing about with Nvivo and then not write? Or will I write a miss stuff?   



 

Still having a huge problem with twitter and Nvivo. Can't seem to get the tweets into a dataset at all. I have tried via web scraping 

and via Nvivo. Nothing works. I will call the training team, I think. Unless Andy can help when i see him on Friday. Makes me want 

to ditch twitter altogether. I have 2004 tweets and can't get them onto my bloody project! 

 

29/05/2020 

 

Two-hour meeting with Andy. Sorted Matrix coding and now I understand how to do that. I will now go through each parent node 

and do some macro analysis on each parent. Then I will drill down further for child nodes. I need to carefully store these in an 

organised fashion so that when I come to write I don't have to keep going back to my data.  

 

The other decision I have made today along with Andy is to have two chapters rather than four. So, i will now combine Proposed 

changes with What is a woman and Silencing and the VAW sector. Each chapter will have four sections underneath it.  

 

I will commit to four hours a day study for the next ten days to get my coding completely done and all analysis ready to write!  

 

Tasks to do:  

 

1. All coding - first macro then micro  

2. Re-structure chapters 

3. 10 days of analysis ready for writing from 10th June 2020.   



 

01/06/2020 

 

First round of analysis completed - Each parent node has general analysis done. Now to get more specific. I don't want to have to 

get rid of data, but I know I am going to have to!  

 

03/06/2020 - 04/06/2020 

 

All twitter finally on Nvivo. Managed to do this via Ncapture. The tweets are now coded to general tweets and then feeds organised. 

The most useful of which is hashtags and mentions. I have also now coded tweets to main nodes and re done the code book. 

Things are starting to look really rich in terms of data. Just when I thought I was sifted I will need to sift again! But having too much 

data is a nice problem to have.  

 

2022 tweets is a lot of data!  
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